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Sample storage at cryogenic and extremely low temperatures provides

security for biological specimens and derivatives of those specimens,

genomic material, and compounds over extended periods of time.

Because of the valuable or irreplaceable nature of these samples being

stored, it is critical to ensure that they are adequately protected from the

harsh storage environment and during handling processes.

While an individual storage tube's features appears simple, there are

several factors to consider when determining the suitability of a storage

tube for your precious samples.

ensuring sample integri ty

Recommended:

• Prevent sample loss and contamination using a tube whose cap includes a soft, durable gasket

• Protect samples by choosing a tube with robust construction and proven capping or sealing solutions that resist physical damage

• Ensure maximum sample recovery with plastics that exhibit low protein and DNA binding performance

ensuring sample ident i ty

Recommended:

• Use tubes that have a permanent 2D barcode to ensure that samples will be identifiable when retrieved months or years in the future

• Select a tube with a high-contrast barcode that can be read through frost and ice when removed from storage

• Select barcoding that is resistant to chemical and physical damage

Preserving the information associated with stored samples

is a critical part of the storage process, as unidentified samples in storage are

unusable and serve no purpose. 2D barcoding is an effective method often

employed to track sample ID and other associated information. The readability

of the 2D barcode contributes to sample credibility and efficiency of the

storage workflow.

Selecting the best 2D barcode reader is also important, depending on the

number and format of tubes you will be scanning. Selecting the best software

for sample tracking is key and growth of the collection over time must be

considered.



The Range - Our Products for Automated Sample Storage

1 Collect
Matrix and Nunc Universal Storage Tubes

Nunc CryoBank Tubes

2 Seal
Caps for Matrix and Nunc ScrewTop Tubes

Automated Cappers/Decappers

Handheld Cappers/Decappers

SampleSeal Sealing Instrument

Matrix SepraSeal Mats

Matrix DuraSeal Mats

3 Label
Matrix Side Printed Tubes

4 Track
VisionTracker Database Software
VisionMate Full Rack 2D Readers
VisionMate Single Tube 2D Readers
SampleArray Tube Handler

5 Store
Universal Latch Racks
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While all of our sample storage products ensure safety and security for your samples, many of our products work even better when used together.

Enter  our Universal™ System

Historically, tubes, caps, and the boxes and racks they’re placed in have come in various shapes and sizes, requiring a multitude of processing equipment

– pipettors, decappers, sealers, etc. The result is an unscalable workflow.

With the Universal System, you only need a single, universal set of processing tools whether you run a small academic laboratory or a large commercial

one. Throughout the Sample Storage workflow, you’ll find products within the Universal™ System.

One set of tools for all your tubes
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